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This Article is brought to you for free and open access by the Jefferson Digital Commons. The Jefferson Digital Commons is a service of Thomas Jefferson University's [Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL)](https://www.ctl.jefferson.edu). The Commons is a showcase for Jefferson books and journals, peer-reviewed scholarly publications, unique historical collections from the University archives, and teaching tools. The Jefferson Digital Commons allows researchers and interested readers anywhere in the world to learn about and keep up to date with Jefferson scholarship. This article has been accepted for inclusion in Jefferson Digital Commons News by an authorized administrator of the Jefferson Digital Commons. For more information, please contact: JeffersonDigitalCommons@jefferson.edu.
In October we posted What People are Saying About the JDC to highlight the new Jefferson Digital Commons feedback feature (how to submit it and how to view what others have said). The DC Telegraph* blog recently recognized JDC Editor Dan Kipnis for this “ingenious way to capture hard-to-find reader feedback on publications” in a post entitled Thomas Jefferson University's Reader Survey Captures IR’s Value. Check it out.

*DC Telegraph seeks to capture and share the exciting projects, collections, and partnerships pursued by the members of the bepress Digital Commons community.
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